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Campus Rolls Out Alumni Welcome Mat;
'Three Angels' Opens Masque Season
Drama Critic
Lauds Highly
Masque Play

Alumni Welcome Set
BY JOHN LITTLEFIELD

Hundreds of holiday-spirited University of Maine alumni will
join with students and faculty members Friday, Saturday and Sunday to celebrate one of the biggest college week ends of the year.
From the outermost reaches of Fraternity Row to the far side
of North Campus, the noise, enthusiasm, color and spirit of Maine's
54th annual Alumni Homecoming will be seen and heard.
Luncheons, coffees, reunions, a gigantic torchlight parade, rally
and bonfire, and the Maine Masque theatre's presentation of "My
Three Angels" are included in the three-day program which will be
highlighted by the Maine-Colby State Series football game Saturday
afternoon.

BY JOSEPH T. Rico
Campus Drama Critic
One of the best things about Sam
and Bella Spewack's "My Three
Angels" is that the actors can enjoy
it as much as the audience.
For with this current offering of
Numerous Gatherings
will keep the program moving at a
the Maine Masque, the cast can ham
it up all they want and the only result
The numerous alumni gatherings fast pace.
The Senior Skulls will sponsor a
begin Friday evening when the Alumis an improved production.
ni Council will hold a dinner-meeting. stag dance in the gym following the
In fairness, it must be said the
Also scheduled for Friday evening is a rally.
outstanding player is Norman AnWinners of the annual Homecoming
Homecoming Open House in the main
drews in his characterization of the
Decoratio
n Contest conducted among
lounge
of
Memorial
the
Union.
convict Joseph. Throughout, his porSaturday morning an Alumni-Facul- the fraternities and dormitories will be
trait of the crafty, brilliant and exty coffee, co-sponsored by the three announced during half-time at the
tremely talented prisoner is of real
colleges and the School of Education, game. The displays, which will feaprofessional calibre.
ture the theme "Beat Colby and Welwill be held in the Union.
Cast Superb
come Home Alumni," will be judged
But this is not to detract from the
by a committee consisting of President
rest of the superb cast.
The Homecoming Dance will start and Mrs. Hauck, Prof. Vincent HartDonald McAllister and Linwood
at 8:30 p.m. Friday in the Memori- gen, two other faculty members and
I.ufkin are marvelous as the other
al Gym. The dance is sponsored by two students.
two convicts.
The Masque play, "My Three
the Senior Skulls and music will be
Almost in a special category is
furnished by Mel Tukey's orchestra. Angels," will be presented Wednesday
Arnold Hopkins as the naive and disthrough Saturday evenings at 8:15 iu
gustingly honest Felix Ducotel, prothe Little Theatre.
prietor of the general store in
(Continued on Page Two)
The big event for Alumni, however,
Cayenne, French Guiana; where the
Maine's colorful campus mayor Kelly Elliott is making thorwill be the Annual Homecoming
ough preparations for Colby's invasion here Saturday at the Uniplay takes place. The time, incidentalLuncheon preceding the Maine-Colby
versity's '54 Homecoming week end. Kelly has the site already
ly, is Christmas.
game. This sear an innovation has
picked out where he's going to bury the Colby Mule, symbolic of
been added to the luncheon in that
Felix is an extremely difficult part
the Colby football team, after they meet Maine's Black Bears
on
retired
members of the University
to portray convincingly, in fact we
the gridiron.
(Photo by Meinecke)
faculty will be honored instead of an
would say impossible: but Hopkins,
athletic group.
if less than believable, is hilarious,
particularly in the last two acts.
Plan Awards
Others Are Convincing
The Black Bear Awards, given anRobin Werner is very convincing as
Henry L. Scott, distinguished
nually to Alumni or faculty members
his wife, Emilie, and, incidentally,
"for devotion and loyalty to the high pianist and originator of concert
wears an excellent make-up job by
ideal of the University of Maine," will humor, will appear in Memorial
Twenty new students enrolled in Gordon M. Swett, Roger C. Tarbell, be presented
Roger Frey. Claire Lewis and Wenat this luncheon. So far Gymnasium Wednesday, Nov. 3,
the
two-year agricultural program this and Reginald H. Toothaker, Jr.
dull Holman are excellent furnishing
10 such trophies have been given. at 8:15 p.m. as the first artist in
year, according to the Registrar's ofthe romantic interest.
The agricultural program started in University President Arthur A. Hauck the 1954-55 Universi
ty Concert
It is Emilie, by the way, who first fice. Monday was registration day.
1903 and is now under the direction was the first to receive a Black Bear
Series.
calls the convicts angels, from which
These students are majoring in of Associate Dean of Agriculture, award in 1950.
Scott has achieved the enviable
the play gets its title.
dairy farming, fruit and vegetable Winthrop Libby.
Friday night's rally appears to be position of being recognized
Ron Burnham furnishes a most growing,
as the
mechanized farming, potaDean Libby said the courses are de- shaping up as one of the biggest and greatest interpreto
detestable Uncle Henri and Shirley to farming,
r of the fun side of
and poultry farming.
signed to fit every day practicable and best of the year. It will begin with a music
on the American concert stage.
Caron excels in a smaller part as a
Enrolled are Philip G. Andrews, profitable farming.
torchlight parade at six o'clock, led Whether at Carnegie Hall on Broadcustomer.
Excellent in another small but Jr., Richard W. Andrews, Gary N. "Young men and women who want by the University Band, cheerleaders way or as guest star with first rank
symphonies, he spreads music apprevaluable part is a deadly poisonous Chandler, Theodore W. Clark, Ken- to make their living in agriculture can and majorettes.
don E. Curtis, Carroll A. Dean, Storer secure practical scientific training
snake named Adolph.
Featured on the program in the ciation and musical hilarity
Technical credits are, as usual, first E. DeMerchant, Paul M. Fitzherbert, through the two year course," Dean gymnasium will be several prominent
His pioneering has added a whole
William F. Healy, Walter S. Hickson,
rate.
speakers, Varsity Singers, Sophomore new dimension to music of such imLibby continued.
Stanley J. Hull, Kirk A. Parsons,
Runs Through Saturday
"The latest agricultural methods Class skit, band and cheerleaders. portance nationally that feature stories
Frederick L. Pratt, William D. RavThe Masque always turns in some
"Pioneer" Mayor Kelly Elliott, along about his work have been written
enscroft, Jr., Thomas A. Robinson, and techniques will be studied and put
with Charles Hussey, president of the about him in Life, Time, Parade, and
of its best efforts for their HomeRobert M. Schrader, Irving R. Shaw, into practice," he added.
coming production and this one should
Senior Skulls, who is serving as M. C., Colliers. A Colliers' critic wrote is
continue sending alumni home happy.
a feature article for his magazine that
"My Three Angels" earlier this
Henry L. Scott's Carnegie Hall recitals
pays a stirring tribute to this great
year completed a very successful run
new concert star.
on Broadway.
Scott's serious concert numbers imThe Masque production opened
press audiences everywhere. He
last night and runs tonight, tomorrow
Increased faculty salaries, a new
In connection with this, the Uni- versities is $167 compared with $316
panics them when he launches his
and Saturday at the Little Theatre in women's dormitory, and two new versity
has announced plans to raise here.
boogie woogie. He literally reduces
the Administration Building.
wings on Aubert Hall lead a list of out-of-state tuition & fees from $476
A recent study of salaries paid in the patrons to hysteria
with a new
expenditures in the University's next to $551.
state universities by the University of form of art.
biennial budget.
There will be no raise in tuition for Florida showed that of the 32 instituSpecial Section
Properly defining Henry Scott would
To operate for the next two years,
students from Maine, according to the tions surveyed, Maine ranked 28th. be a real task. In his own
little field,
the University has requested $975,000
The trustees' report termed the he is a genius. He
trustees.
As an extra feature this week,
is a vaudeville
more than the amount appropriated
proposed faculty salaries "the most comedian, pantomim
the CampuA presents a special for the current
In-State Rates High
ist pianist, reconbiennium.
important item on the list." They (cur and dancer,
four-page section, including a full Asking Over
with imitations
In-state tuition rates are already the said
4 Million
University salaries are "lower thrown in. He uses the
page of pictures. Because of other
piano as a low
Total requested appropriation for highest of all New England land-grant than those of
similar institutions with comedy instrument much
work, our University Press was 1955-57 is $4,340,144.
of the time
universities with the exception of cer- whom
the University must compete and along that line
unable to do the job. The special
iloos things that
This would represent 48 per cent of tain programs of the University of to keep an able
staff," according to Schnabel or Rubinstein would
section in the center of the paper the money needed to run the Univer- Vermont.
hate to
Pres. Arthur A. Hauck's budget re- tackle, such as
was printed by The Penobscot sity's teaching, research and extension
playing his treble
The average charge for tuition and port.
scores with an orange or a bilge
Times in Old Town.
programs.
fees in 48 land grant colleges and uni(Continued on Page Two)
grapefruit.

Twenty New Two-Year Aggies
Register For Special Program

Hauck Asks $4,340,144 For Biennium

Scott To Present
Music, Humor
On Wednesday
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Expansion Program
In Fund Request

42zusild the
Campus

(c'ontotued from Page One)

New Dorm For 180 Women
The new dormitory would house
180 women and have a dining room
Orders are now being taken for for these plus 160 students in Chadthe 1956 Prism, according to bourne Hall.
John Lane, business manager.
The wings on Aubert Hall, chemical
Off-campus students may order
engineering building. would house a
their Prisms at the Memorial
Pulp and Paper section and a chemical
Union, Lane said.
' laboratory and lecture hall.
Representatives in the Women's
These plans were included in the
dormitories are Elizabeth Buzzell original plan for the building made in
:Ind Marilyn Tarr, Chadbourne; 1939 and are now "urgently needed"
loan Kirshen. Colvin; Kathleen to provide adequate facilities, the reBlack, Balentine; Sue Audette port stated.
:Ind Frances Hansen, Estabrooke; Predict Increased Enrollment
and Diane Livingston, Elms.
One reason for the expansion is
shown by the report in predicting an
Dr. F. T. Martin wiil give a glass- increased enrollment of 200 students
blowing demonstration at an open next year and another 100 for 1956meeting of the Maine Student Affili- 57.
Now that the budget has been subates of the American Chemical Society
at 7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 4. The mitted, it will be subject to a report
meeting will be in 305 Aubert Hall. from the Governor, one from the
legislature's expenditures committee
and final action from the legislature
itself.
Candidates To Speak

Prism Orders Taken

The Junior Class will have an
opportunity to meet and hear
their class candidates Thursday,
Nov. 4, at 7:30 in the Main
Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Hiram Bronson, class of 1956
president, will conduct the meeting. Refreshments will be served.
Xi Sigma Pi, honorary forestry fraternity, recently initiated Harry L.
Dyer and Richard T. Thaxter. The
Maine chapter of this organization was
established in 1917.

COME TO

Games, Parties Feature
Maine Homecoming
(Continued from Page One)

Other Events
Other Homecoming events include
a Freshman and Sophomore women's
field hockey game Saturday at 9 and
an Alumnae versus Undergrads field
hockey game at 10.
Both games will be played on the
Women's Athletic Field. If the Freshmen win their game they may discontinue to wear their class hats. Male
Freshmen will be given a similar
chance Friday afternoon, between the
half of the Frosh game when they will
meet the Sophomore men in a rope
pull.
Saturday afternoon following the
game Alpha Omicron Pi will sponsor
a tea at which the presentation of a
portrait of Elizabeth A. Balentine,
former University faculty member,
will be made. The tea will be held at
Balentine Hall,
The All-Maine Women will also
sponsor an After-the-Game Get-together. Theirs will be held in the
TICKETS ON SALE
Memorial Gymnasium.
Faculty Manager Ted Curtis anAll fraternities are planning renounced that student tickets for unions Saturday evening.
the Maine-Bow doin contest will be
The complete program with the
on sale starting Monday at 8:30 time of each event follows:
FRIDAY
a.m. Ducats will be on sale the
rest of the week from 8:30-5 each
2 p.m. Football—Maine Maritime
day. Students must bring their
vs. Maine Frosh
I.D. cards in order to procure
6:15 Alumni Council DinnerMeeting
seats and no one student will be allowed more than four tickets. In
6:00-7:30 Parade and Rally—
order to obtain this many seats,
Memorial Gym,Parade starts at
the student must bring along an
Carnegie at 6 p.m., Bonfire
equal number of I.D. cards.
immediately after Rally.
8 "M"Club Meeting—Memorial
Union
8-11 Homecoming Open House—

ANDREWS MUSIC HOUSE

June Graduate Dies
In Lewiston Hospital
Funeral services were held th;s
morning in Lewiston for Ernest 111.
Sutton, 23, son of Mrs. John P. Sutton. Lewiston, who died Monday after
a brief illness.
Ernie graduated from the University
last June where he was active in campus activities. He was president of the
New man Club, member of the Sophomore Owls, member of the Memorial
Union Building committee and the
Student Religious Association.
He was also an outstanding tennis
player and captained the varsity tennis
team his junior year.
Bearers at the services held in Holy
Cross Church, Lewiston, were six
members of the Newman Club of the
University.
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Magnificent
MAGNAVOX

Main Lounge, Memorial Union
8:15 The Maine Masque presents
"My Three Angels"—Little
Theatre
8:30 Senior Skull Stag Dance—
Memorial Gym
SATURDAY
9 a.m. Field Ilockey—Frosh vs.
Sophs, Women's Athletic Field
10 Field Hockey—Alumnae vs.
Undergrads, Women's Athletic
Field
10-11:30 Judging of Homecoming
Decorations
10 Alumni-Faculty Coffee—Main
Lounge, Memorial Union. A
good opportunity for Alumni to
meet their faculty friends from
three Colleges and the School
of Education.
11:45 Annual Homecoming Luncheon—Memorial Gym,honoring
the Emeriti Faculty.
1:30 p.m. COLBY vs. MAINE—
Alumni Field
3-5 Tea and Portrait Presentation
—Balentine Hall. All Alumni
are invited to attend the tea
sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi
and the portrait presentation of
Elizabeth A. Balentine which
will follow the game.
4 After-the-Game Get-Together—
Memorial Gym. Sponsored by
All Maine Women. Everyone is
welcome. Hot coffee and doughnuts on sale.
4-5 Fraternity Reunions.
8:15 The Maine Masque presents
"My Three Angels"—Little

Orono's state police barracks has
announced it will have ten additional
men on duty Saturday between here
and Newport to handle the heavy
traffic expected.
This, incidentally, while a good
number, is well below the 25 extra
men needed in 1939 when thc University had its largest Homecoming
attendance in recent history.
The number of men added is based
on the size of the advance sale of
football tickets.
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Metnioor r•deral Rosvre• Bank

Modern Library—College Outline Series—Recent Fiction,
Non Fiction—Lending l.ibrar,-4;ifts—Subscriptions
Bangor
16 State St.

"PLAYFELLOW"

OFFICIAL
U. of M. Class Rings

(Prices start at
899.50)

HIGH-FIDELITY PHONOGRAPH

Samples shown and orders
taken at Memorial Union lobby
on Wednesday afternoons
1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

High Fidelity performance in the Nlagna%(ix tradition with
two front-mounted speakers. push-pull audio output, with
Easy Terms
compensated control.

$5.00 Deposit with all orders

ANDREWS MUSIC HOUSE

Willard Kelly.
Star Route Cabitis
Orono

Your campus agent :

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company

C1.1

Vcnth t-w•I•• on-loos in
Eavo•rn M•in•
M•oti,•r Faiii•oral Coppola Insurano• Corp.
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. . . Ends Saturday!
LAST CALL FOR SOME OF THE BEST VALUES OF THE SEASON!
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Dorm Life In Balentine Hall
Isn't What It Used To Be
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Life in Balentine Hall, oldest women's dormitory on campus,
isn't what it used to be.
Mrs. Mabel M. Dixon, now house director of Colvin Hall,
remembers what living in Balentine was like in 1916. She was one
of the original residents of that dormitory.
According to Mrs. Dixon. there director's table the week before.
wasn't any door duty, paid or otherEvery Saturday night the fraterniwise. The house director closed the ties held open house. The house didormitory every night herself. The rector was always invited to attend.
ninety-two girls living in Balentine She in turn always asked one of the
Balentine Hall as it looked beshared one phone. Since there was girls to go with her. The two of them fore the
wings were added in
no buzzer system to call a girl to the would be ushered from one fraternity 1916. From that time until 1933,
phone, she answered it herself. Lights to another until they had made the when it burned, the oldest womwere out at ten o'clock, and late per- rounds. Then someone would drive en's dorm on campus housed
missions were unheard of. Study them back to Balentine.
freshman co-eds. Today, 118 upperelass students reside in the
hours were very quiet and very regu- Construction Of The Dormitory
lar.
The first residents of Balentine building, named after Elizabeth
Abbott Balentine, secretary and
moved in after the second wing was registrar of the University
Proctors Could Not Pretend
from
bet.ig a proctor wasn't an easy job completed in October, 1916.
1894 to 1913.
then. The house director chose the Construction of the dormitory began
proctors and expected them to report soon after the 1913 State Legislature
everything to her. It was impossible appropriated $20,000 to build one
for a proctor to pretend she didn't see wing. Balentine was planned as a rooms and storage space for trunks.
anything because the house director three story building with rooms for It was reached by a trunk lift conhad highly developed senses of seeing, ninety-two girls. Today it holds 118 necting with each floor. The painted
hearing, and smelling. She also tip- girls on four floors. The interior was walls of Balentine were once attractoed around the halls at night.
to be large enough for receptions, tively papered.
Before Balentine, the Mount VerThe food was poor, and so boxes recreation, and study halls. Each floor
from home were a treat. Chafing dish had a study hall where girls "com- non House, an old farm house, was
parties were quite common, although pelled to study late" went, so they the only women's dormitory. It stood
not exactly legal. The atmosphere in wouldn't disturb their roommates.
where Sigma Chi is now. In its centhe dining room was definitely formal, Women's Gym Classes Held
tury of use, Mount Vernon House was
The matron, as the house director home to Phi Gamma Delta
and good manners were stressed.
when it
There weren't any student waitresses. '.s as then called, had her rooms on the was the QTV fraternity.
only maids in black uniforms. Each first floor along with the guest rooms.
After Balentine was opened and
girl had to be hostess at a table for a Women's gym classes were held in until 1933 when it burned, it housed
week—that is, after she had learned the basement where the Smoker is to- freshman women. Colvin Hall had
how to be a good one at the house day. The attic was once servants' been built in 1930.

Old Balentine

•

ei

;top at

By a vote of the trustees, Balentine
Hall was named in memory of Elizabeth Abbott Balentine, secretary and
registrar of the University from 1894
to 1913.

NOTICE
Coach Hal Woodbury announced
that Freshman basketball practice will begin Nov. 8 at 5:30
p.m. in the Memorial Gym. All
candidates are prompted to come
prepared for practice.

Every Sunday—WGUY-Campus salutes your university, 4 p.m.

M.L. French &Son
196 Exchange St.
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YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN NITS

IMUSEMENT CORM

(Continuous daily from 1:30)
Sundays 1
3:00

1

Fri., Sat., Oct. 29-30
"GUNFIGHTERS"
Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton
co-hit
“CREATURE FROM THE
BLACK LAGOON"

•:

Tues., Wed., Thurs.
Nov. 2-3-4
"MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION"
in Technicolor
LOW Wyman, Rock Hudson,
Barbara Rush
plus
"PLAYGIRL"
Shelley Winters, Barry Sullivan
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Fri. & Sat., Oct. 29-30
Gary Merrill, Jan Sterling
"THE HUMAN JUNGLE"
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:26
Feature 3:00; 7:00-9:00
Sun. & Mon., Oct. 3I-Nov. I
Burt Lancaster, Jean Petcrs
In Technicolor
"APACHE"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:28
Feature 3:30; 6:50-8:50
Tues.& Wed., Nov. 2-3
John Gregson, Dinah Sheridan
In Technicolor
"GENEVIEVE"
Don't miss this great comedy.
First showing in this sect'
6:30-8:30 Feature 6:50-8:50
Thurs., Nov. 4
Phyllis Calvert, James Donald
"PROJECT M-7"
6:30-8:26 Feature 7:00-9:00
•/ I

J..

,

'
.

^:

Richard Carlson, Julia Adams

in Technicolor
Susan Hayward, Robert Preston
co-hit
"TIIE BIG CAT'
in Technicolor
Lon McAllister, Preston Foster
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Saturday-Sunday-Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday-Friday
October 30-31-November 1-2-3-4-5
"SABRINA"
starring William Holden, Audrey Hepburn,
Humphrey Bogart

"TULSA"

Sun., Mon., Tues.,
Wed., Thurs.
Oct. 3I-Nov. 1-2-3-4
In Cinemascope &
Technicolor
with Stereophonic Sound
"BRIGADOON"
Gene Kelly, Van Johnson
Cyd Charisse, Elaine Stewart

% 75..

•

AlPir
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BIJOU - Bangor

Sun., Mon., Oct. 31-Nov. 1

Starting Thurs., Oct. 28
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Rock Hudson, Arlene Dahl
"THE BENGAL BRIGADE"
in Technicolor
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May we collar you soon...
in a smart ARROW Radnor?

,
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With 90% of a shirt's style up in the
collar, the man who wears an Arrow
-Radnor is smarter than a wet whip.
Choose a Radnor Button-Down (above), '"'".1
a regular Radnor, or Radnor "E"—with
eyelets, shown at right. The Radnor
"E" is also available with French Cuffs.
They're all Arrow . . . all easy on the
eyes and on the budget. Arrow Radnors
... smart-looking and perfect-fitting ...
in broadcloth prices start at $4.50; in
oxford cloth, $5.00 white or colored.

ARROW SHIRTS &

„, ,>. s
1
i
;

TIES

UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • CASUAL WE,'R

FREEsE s mEN•s, soops
MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS
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Homecoming! What's That?
"Homecoming? What's that?" The innocent question of a
freshman sets us thinking.
What is homecoming? As undergraduates, perhaps we
really don't know. Perhaps we really can't answer the question.
Not completely, at least.
To us, homecoming on campus is a big week end—football
games, parties, Masque plays, reunions, alumni....
Alumni. That's what homecoming is, mostly. That's what
sets it off from just any other big week end. The old grads,
beck after many years away from the old alma mater. The
middle-aged grads, maybe back to visit a son or daughter on
campus. The young grads, back to see "the troops" after a year
or two or five out taking a crack at the world.
Reunions. Maybe that's what homecoming really is. Everywhere we look, folks are laughing, shaking hands, glad to see
each other again. The talk is gay, "remember when," "how've
you been," "whatever happened to such-and-so."
The old days. Is this homecoming? A chance for the grads
to tell us underclassmen how it was when they were here. "Fellas,
you might as well quit trying to beat the original Roaring
Twenties party. It just can't be done. Why, we were snowed
in the house for three days straight that year, dates and all. What
a time."
Maybe we've hit on a definition for homecoming. Maybe
we haven't. We don't know. We won't know until we have the
chance to come back to campus after a stay away and try it out.
Then maybe we'll know. Maybe we'll never know.
At any rate, we hope this 54th annual homecoming week
end is the best one ever. Alumni, we welcome you.

Senate Elections (Continued)
Last week the head proctors of the men's dormitories expounded at length on a recent editorial here and virtually urged
that the editorial writer be hanged from the nearest bulletin
board.
In regard to this we will bow our heads and give belated
thanks to the many proctors without whom the elections could
not have been held.
However, the situation of which we complained none the
less existed.
As a result of proctors not having enough time to work
wilt, some candidates were more appointed than elected.
The head proctors claim we did not take time to investigate the situation thoroughly.
However, the head proctors themselves did not do too
creditable a sleuthing job, for the situation which they fully denied existed anywhere, certainly did occur in more than one instance.
* * *
Incidentally, just how long should it take an elections committee to notify proctors of coming Senate elections. A month
seems just a little too much?

Editorials Rally Behind Mayor
People who write editorials like to have other people read
them.
Even more, they like to have those readers do something
about what they read.
But when we did an editorial on a college-level type football
rally, we didn't really think anything would come of it.
Last Friday we saw the college-level type football rally,
and while it wasn't exactly what we had pictured, it was still
entertaining.
In any case, thank you, Mayor Elliott, for showing that
someone reads these things.

Students Come Through
lithe distinguished members of Maine's 97th state legislature weren't properly impressed with the University on their
visit here last week, it wasn't the students' fault.
The honored gentlemen were given a good show all week
end
Even Admiral Edward Ellsberg helped out by giving an interesting and enjoyable talk at the assembly.

Oron

Adieu.

Elections Committee Defends Position
To the Editor:
For the past two weeks I have heard
and read many criticisms pertaining
to the manner in which nominations
and elections for representatives to the
Student Senate were run. On behalf
of the elections committee. I wish to
state that not one of us has previously
served on an elections committee during a fall semester. In addition to the
fact that we had such short notice on
these elections, we did not have any
records or reports on how these elections should be run.

I don't feel that it is necessary to
give more reasons why the unparliamentary procedures undertaken were
necessary; the proctor's letter to the
Editor in last week's Campus does just
that. I might say that without the
splendid cooperation that I received
from the proctors, the Senate would
still be lacking representatives, and I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank each and every proctor. I
would also like to thank the editor for
his cooperation in publishing, on the

spur of the moment, the article on
circulation of class petitions.
Pertaining to the recommendation
we made that a system be written
down for future generations, it was
also stated that this recommendation
would be carried out by this year's
committee. Unfortunately, it is necessary to learn from our mistakes. In
the future any constructive criticism
will be appreciated.
Chairman—elections committee
DAVID PETHERBMDGE

Moo" llse Mall

Homecoming---What Is It To You?
BY REG BOWDEN
"And we reach another Homecoming...." A trite expression?
Well, there are a lot of things we
could say about the coming week end,
but it's an old story, a story that
boasts 54 years of tradition.
Homecoming, 1954, will take on a
separate meaning for thousands of
Maine people. To returning alumni,
to the faculty, to the band, to a
cheerleader, to a football player, to
the mayor, to a housemother, to a
policeman, and to the student body in
the stands, Homecoming, 1954, will
have its individual meaning, its special
plans, and its memories.
* * *
Speaking of the fans in the stands,
most of us have been getting quite a
kick out of the different ways some
people have of providing themselves
with bottled comfort at the games.

"Spirit" comes to the stands in a
variety of containers. There's the
usual jug of pale orange liquid, the
paper bag hidden under a sweater, and
the flask in the zippered pocket. Perhaps the most bizarre we've seen is a
hospital straw protruding from a vest
pocket.
And disposal of these containers has
taken on such proportions that the
area under the stands could well be
leased for a tire testing ground. Vive
le samedi apres-midi!
* * •
The student senate at the University
of New Hampshire is calling for a
shortened exam period between the
first and second semesters to allow
for a week's vacation. Under present
conditions, the senate says, the faculty
has a heavy work load in getting out
marks.

Maybe a revision in our own final
schedule is in order. Certainly our
faculty and students would welcome
a four or five day vacation in the
middle of a long, bleak winter. Of
course we can think of a dozen reasons why this plan would never be
possible here, or at least reasons the
administration would give.
* * *
We have received word that a large
black bear has been raiding the beehives at the University of New Hampshire. The student paper there has
labeled Mr. Bruin a Maine Bear, and
has asked us to call him off.
Well, if a Maine Bear can steal
New Hampshire honey and get away
with it, more power to him. We've
got more important things to worry
about.
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Dancers To Donuts With Coffee
BY BRUCE COURTNEY
Do you feel ill at ease when you
commit a faux pas on the dance floor?
The other night we decided to brave
the elements and partake a little of
that light fantastic. At the dance there
was one person that we would say
filled the qualifications of the preceding question.
He slipped to the floor during one
of the dances. (We believe that it was
called the mumbo.) There he lay for
only the briefest of seconds.
Slowly at first, and then more rapidly, he waved his arms, kicked his feet,
and emitted Indian yells. Then he rose
unconcerned to his feet and proceeded
to dance away again with his partner,
who had not deserted him during this
exhibition.
While he had undoubtedly committed a faux pas on the dance floor,
we hasten to add that he recovered
himself superbly if not brilliantly.
Many of those present, no doubt,
thought it part of the dance. Because
several immediately proceeded to
prove their agility and demonstrated
their mastery of the dance.
Instead of being ill at ease, he had
invented a new fad into dancing.
*

*

Dutch settlers of New Amsterdam.
There are very few delicacies better
They called them "crullers."
Here in New England some of the
older generation today call them
"fried cakes," to distinguish them
from the original Yankee doughnut.
The Yankee doughnut resembles the
Dutch cruller only by the fact that
both are fried in deep fat.

than a doughnut dunked in a cup of
equally tasteful coffee.
But to answer where to get this
combination on this campus is like
answering which came first, the chicken or the egg.
We haven't been able to find either
answer while attending the University
of Maine. Hope some of you have
better success.
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Someone has put forward the suggestion that October of each year
should be celebrated as National
Doughnut Month. We say "amen" to
that.
But we would also like to broaden
the proposal a bit by adding November, December, January, February,
March, April. May, and June. The
doughnut is good eating in any of
those months.
PubUshed Thtirstlsys (turbos the toRaMi year by sledded et be University
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The Game As You Might See It
If You Were ...

Point Of View:
•rticle on
iendation
written
s, it was
aendation
his year's
is necestakes. In
criticism

Sitting up in the grandstand like
most students do, a good share of
us sort of take it for granted that
there's only one way a football
game is seen. Here, Campus
Photographer Hank Melnecke has
tried to capture the game as It
might be seen from tarious other
positions. Way Biome it all, for
instance, you see it as the nemsman sees it front the press box, a*
shown at the left. And if you're
selling coke and hot dogs, you
get a view something like that to
the right. Below, you are a Maine
player about to make a tackle ...
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... If you were an official. the
game might look something like

o get this
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University
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view

of the grandstand. Above,

Coach Westerman looks your way
and shouts. "Okay, get in there
DC and fight!"
Ever sit in the very
front row

of the stands!

The

iew's about the same as the one
in the picture to the right. Lower
right shows what is seen

by a
member of the band during the

ha if-time ceremonies
the scene to the right, you
are an opposing player mho has
Just let a Maine man snag a pass
for a run into TO territory. Below
is eter-present Wall) as he might
look to you if you mere an injured
player ... It's all in the point of
iem.
(Photos by Meinecke)
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Newspaper Speakers Emphasize
Today's Society
Role Of Press Injournalists
addressed about 70 mem-

Three outstanding
bers of Maine's press at the sixth annual Maine Newspaper
Days on campus Friday.
cratic Senate and House, but not

Mrs. May Craig, Washington correspondent for the Guy Gannett
Newspapers, Donald M. Murray,
editorial writer of the Boston Herald, and Herbert Brucker, editor
of the Hartford Conn. Courant,
were the speakers at the afternoon
newspaper forum.
Speaking on "A Tour of Europe,"
Mrs. Craig praised the work of
Germany's Chancellor Conrad Adenauer, but stated he must put the
unification of Germany second to
the unity of Europe.
On the McCarthy question, the
Washington correspondent asked
the press to hold their opinion on
the Senate action until they hear
the entire case. "McCarthy is entitled to his day on the Senate
floor," she said.
Mrs. Craig predicted a "Demo-

by a landslide."
Murray, who entered the newspaper field just six years ago,
won the Pulitzer Prize last year
for a series of editorials on defense. He spoke on "The New Role
of the Editorial Page."
"A Look at Today's Newspapers"
was taken by Brucker, a noted
authority on freedom of information and the free press.
"Tell the whole story," he said,
despite the pressures of laymen
who would instruct what to print
and what to omit.
The two-day session began with
registration Friday morning, followed by a luncheon in Balentine
Hall. Dr. Joseph Murray, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
introduced the guest speakers following the luncheon. Prof. Brooks
W. Hamilton of the Journalism
Department introduced the senior
journalism majors.

Lo(

Prism Pictures
Junior. and Seniors who
were photographed by Apeda
Studios should return their
proofs to the representative
from the studio this week in
the Main Lobby of the Union
Thompson,
Building, Zane
PRISM Editor said today. Juniors who missed their appointments or who have been advised that a re-sitting is necessary should make arrangements for a sitting with this
representative at that time, he
added.

Name SRA Chairmen
For Committees
Chairmen for five additional
SRA committees have been named
according to Rev. Richard Batchelder, head of the University Student Religious Association.
These include: Interfaith and
Library, Sarah Chipman; Discussion and Study, Joanne Staples;
Community Service, Fred Lyons;
Publicity, Lewis Janicola; and Social Activities, Suzanne Audette.
Anyone interested in serving on
any of these committees may contact the chairman.

University Calendar
THURSDAY, OCT. 28
Totman Room, Union — Sailing
Club, '7-9 p.m.
Lown Room, Union — Forestry
Club, 7-9 p.m.
Bumps Room, Union — Sigma Mu
Sigma, 7:15-9 p.m.
Men's Lounge, Union — ASCE, 78:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, OCT. 29
Bangor Room, Union — Movie, 7
and 9 p.m.
Lown Room, Union — "M" Club,
7 p.m.
SATURDAY, OCT. 30
Bangor Room, Union — Movie, 7
and 9 p.m.
SUNDAY, OCT. 31
Main Lounge, Union — Jam Session, 3 p.m.
MONDAY, NOV. 1
Bangor Room, Union — Dance
Lessons, 4-5:30 p.m.
Lown Room, Union — Modern
Dance Ballet, 3 p.m.
Main Lounge, Union — Eagles
Coke Party, 7 p.m.
TUESDAY, NOV. 2
Davis Room, Union — MOC, 810 p.m.

University of Southern Cal,forma

Bangor Room, Union — Mrs. Maine
Club, 8 p.m.
Totman Room, Union — IVCF,
6:45-7:45 p.m.
Lown Room, Union — Reading
Workshop, 7 p.m.
Main Lounge, Union — Frosh Mixer, 7-8:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 3
Lown Room, Union — "M" Club,
7-9 p.m.
THURSDAY, NOV. 4
Totman Room, Union —Sailiiig
Club, 7-9 p.m.
Lown Room, Union — Bridge
Clinic, 7-10 p.m.
1912 Room, Union — French Club,
7:15-8:30 p.m.

AOPi To Present
Balentine Portrait
Presentation of a portrait of
Elizabeth Abbott Balentine by Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority to the
University will be made by Miss
Estelle I. Beaupre of Bangor Saturday, Oct. 30, Homecoming. Prev.
Arthur A. Hauck will receive the
gift for the University.
Balentine Hall, the first section
of which was built in 1913, was
named for Mrs. Elizabeth A. Balentine in recognition of her nearly
twenty years of faithful and able
services to the University.

University Honors
Maintenance Group

ENGINEERS

To those interested in
advanced academic study

Or

while associated with important

PHYSICS

research and development
in industry, Hughes offers

GRADUATES

()row

More than 320 maintenance,
service, and clerical employees
of the University attended a recognition Dinner on Tuesday, at which
members of their group who have
spent 25 or more years in service
at the university were honored.
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, and Prescott H. Vose, comptroller, spoke on
behalf of the university administration, and Frank Cowan, head
of the campus police force, responded for the employees.
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University of California at Los Angeles

AIN-taking
VIAVERnote
Hughes Cooperative Fellowship Program for Master of Science Degrees

A program to assist outstanding individuals in studying for the Master of Science Degree while employed
in industry and making contributions to important
military work. Open to students who will receive the
B. S. degree in Electrical Engineering, Physics or
Mechanical Enginccring during the coming year, and
to members of the Armed Services honorably discharged and holding such B.S. degrees.
Candidates must meet entrance requirements for
advanced study at University of California at Los Angeles or the University of Southern California. Participants will work full time during the summer in the
Hughes Laboratories and 25 hours per week while
pursuing a half-time schedule of graduate study at the
university.
Salary is commensurate with the individual's ability
and experience. Tuition, admission fees and books for
university attendance arc provided. Provision is made
to assist in paying travel and moving expenses from
outside Southern California.

HOW
TO
APPLY
for the Hughes Cooperative Fellowship
Program: Address all correspondence to the
Committeefor Graduate Study. Brochure with
complete details will be sent to you promptly.

HUGHES
Research
and Development
Laboratories

Culver City,
Los Angeles County,
California
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Music Prof. Niven Almost Became Engineer
By BETSY PULLEN
Color? . . . "I hate orange."
Flowers? . . "Only perennials."
Painting? . . "I am terrible, but
I insist upon doing it."
Music? . . "Oh, I fell into it."
Prof. Lewis Niven, head of the
Music Department speaking.
Prof. Niven was born in Parker
Station, Ore., on April 28, 1899.
Parker Station, explained Prof.
Niven, got its name from the fact
that it was the place where the
horses on the stage-coaches were
changed.
'look Engineering
He attended grammar school in
Canyon City, Ore., then went to
DeKoven Hall Preparatory school
in Tacoma, Wash. He graduated
irom Houston Preparatory School
in Spokane, Wash.
Because his father wished him
to major in mining engineering,
Prof. Niven started college at the
Lniversity of Oregon.
After his freshman year he
worked in Walla Walla, Wash.
for several years. While there, he
was a special student in music,
which was for his own pleasure.
He found that the studying went
quickly and well so he then attended Whitman College and obtained his bachelor of music degree from there.
Coming east to New York City,
he studied privately and sang professionally. He was tenor soloist
at the Christmas Church — so
named because the author of
"Twas the Night Before Christ-

Canterbury Has
Halloween Party

tuas" was a senior warden of St.
Peter's Episcopal Church. He also
sang for St. Paul's in Brooklyn,
St. Bartholomew, and the Temple
Israel in New York. Singing on
the radio, he was a member of
the Bruce Campbell singers.

Master's From Columbia
Later he got his master's degree
from the Teacher's College, Columbia.
After further study at the Eastmen School of Music and the
Berkshire Music Center, he went to
Paris. In Paris he studied under
Raymond Gilles of the Opera
Comique and L'Ecole Normale.
He taught for several years at
Mercesburg Academy at Mercesburg, Penn. Then he taught for
fourteen years at Hobart and William Smith Colleges in Geneva,
N. Y. While in Geneva he conducted several of the town's music
societies.
He was married in the summer
of 1938 to Miss Winifred Stearns,
then head of the physical educa-

Henry L. Doten, business manager and purchasing agent for the
University, attended a meeting of
a committee of the National Federation of College and University
Business Officers Associations in
New York on Saturday and Sunday.
This group is sponsoring a study
of 60 small arts colleges to determine whether a standard classification of financial accounts can
be established. At the meeting this
weekend, several colleges presented accounts for study.
The cost of the study is being
financed through a grant from the
Fund for the Advancement of Education, a part of the Ford Foundation.

.1u,t "fell into" inu%ic .

What makes a Lucky taste better?

"IT'S TOASTED" IDff
to taste better!

ALPHABET BLOCKS

Members of Canterbury Club enjoyed a Halloween Party at
Wednesday's
regular
meeting.
Chaperons for the affair were
Capt. and Mrs. Robert Chabot. In
charge of the program were Sally
Carroll and Liz Rand, social chairmen.
On Wednesday, Nov. 3, Dr.
Charles Virtue of the Philosophy
Department will speak at 7 p.m.
at Canterbury House.

Doten At Meeting
Of Business Officers

tion department of Wells College,
Aurora, N. Y.
Lobes To Travel
Prof. Niven loves to travel. He
has been to Europe twice. In Mexico, he and Mrs. Niven studied the
Spanish language and Mexican
architecture. He has made man)
trips across the United States.
Prof. and Mrs. Niven are members of St. James Episcopal
Church in Old Town.
He is an aesthetic rather than
vegetable gardener. He does not
wish to raise anything that needs
either spraying or replanting each
year, so his garden is limited to
perennials. Few orange-colored
flowers are allowed in his garden.
He enjoys being a Sunday painter and devotes much of his outside time to this.
According to other members of
the music department the Nivens
are noted as excellent partygivers and all know that a party
at the Nivens' will be "extraspecial!"

BUTTERFLY SKIPPING ROPE

College smolsers from coast to coast prefer Luckies
to any other brand. Luckies lead, and by a wide
margin, according to the latest, biggest college
survey. Once again,the No. 1 reason: Luckies taste
better. They taste better because Lucky Strike is
the cigarette of fine tobacco... and "It's Toasted"
to taste better. "It's Toasted"—the famous Lucky
Strike process—tones up Luckies'light, mild,goodtasting tobacco to make it taste even better. This
explains the Droodle below, which is: Eskimo
seminar enjoying Luckies in badly built classroom.
Like all real cool people, Eskimos know Luckies
taste better. So, get the better-tasting cigarette
...Lucky Strike.

FOR ILLITERATES

DEPRESSED FLEA
COMMITTING SUICIDE

0
4 0

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

1
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FIFTY-DOLLAR
BOY SCOUT KNIFE
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HOLSUM BREAD

1S TOASTED

"What's this?"
asks ROGER PRICE*
For solution see paragraph above.

Plus Sunshine Vitamin I)
Baked by
CIGARETTES

John J. Nissen
Baking Corp.

GHOST WITH CINDER
IN HIS EYE

GOT A LUCKY DROODLE?
If you've got a Lucky Droodle in your noodle,send
it in. We pay $25 for all we use, and also for many
we don't use. Send as many as you like with your
descriptive titles to: Lucky Droodle, P.0. Box 67,
New York 46, N. Y.
•DROODLES,Copyright, 1954, by Roger Pries

Bangor-Brewer, Maine
•A. T. Co.

PRODUCT OF Cite cintC44.;Ca n theaCCO-e72427

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES
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New Faculty Members Find Maine Friendly M Club Tag Days This Weekend
By JANE EDWARDS
What do new faculty members
think of us, our university, and
our state?
The first new race met when
searching for comments and impressions from new faculty members was that of Rev. Richard
Batchelder, the new director of the
Student Religious Association.
The Batchelders came here from
California, and were warned to
expect the "New England Deep
Freeze," but say they have found
us "very warm and friendly"!
Rev. Batchelder feels the organization of the SRA is "very well
done," and is enthusiastic about
his job.
John Nichols of the Psychology
Department also came from a far
section of the country—Florida.
He feels the change is "refreshing," and notes a pleasing difference between students here and
at the University of Florida.
According to this professor
students here are of better quality,
and more alert.
"Perhaps the cold climate keeps
them on their toes," smiles this
friendly Southerner.
DISTAFF POINT OF 'VIEW
For the woman's point of view,
there is Miss Margaret Riegal, a
new Home Economics lecturer.
She taught at the University for

two summer sessions, but this is
her first experience with Maine
co-eds, and she believes the girls
are "pretty swell."
Miss Riegal teaches Home Ec
Education, and enjoys the trips
she makes with students "observing" in Maine high schools. She
finds the University the right-sized
college to work in, and is very
happy here.
On the fourth floor of the Plant
Science building is Mr. Homer
Erickson, an assistant professor
of Horticulture, who came to
Maine from the University of Wisconsin. His first comment was
that he liked our campus, as such,
with its many new buildings.
His friends had warned him,
also, that we would be hard to
know, but he feels after meeting
us that we are more congenial
than Westerners!
Coming from one of the Big Ten
colleges, Erickson says that he
"gets a kick out of" things on a
different scale, but that he enjoys
them thoroughly, and finds the
general attitude much the same in
both schools.
SCHOOL SPIRIT GOOD
Coach Russell DeVette, head
basketball coach and assistant
football coach, and Mrs. DeVette
have been impressed by the friendliness of both students and facul-

ty members who have gone out
of their way to make them welcome. Coach DeVette commented
that our school spirit is good, and
our pride in the University is
especially great.
The policy of the University to
put scholarship before athletics
is approved of by the coacA who
says, "As well as we might like it
otherwise, the academic attitude
here promotes a healthy attitude
for the kids."
George Billias of the History
Department is "terribly impressed
with pine cones, students, black
bears," and everything else at
Maine.
Billias feels that everyone has
helped to make him feel a part
of the University community. A
Bates graduate, he doesn't find
Maine, a larger school, very much
different in attitudes and atmosphere. He came here from a position as a Civilian Military Historian with the Air Force, because
he decided that he would rather
teach history than write it.

Fi

Honor Noted Maine Track Star
The "M" club will hold its
annual tag sale starting Friday
noontime and extending through
Saturday.
Proceeds from tag days go to
the Martin Hagopian Scholarship
fund of which Wayne Champeon
is the present holder. Champeon
is a high scoring halfback on this
year's freshman football team.

Charles E. Crossland, assistant
to the president, will be the speaker at the University of Maine
Alumni Teachers' Association's
annual meeting in Portland this
evening.

tart iii Hagopian

If you drive for the sheer zest of it

you owe yourself
this hour!

TI
will
No
Ma

The award is given to an incoming freshman whom the "M"
club recognizes as a good athlete
and a qualified student. The University
scholarship
committee
screens all the candidates.
Tags will not be sold at the
football field or the parking lot
near the football field.
Honors Track Star
The scholarship honors Hagopian who a few years ago stood
track and football circles on their
collective ear with his flashing
speed until he was struck down
by tuberculosis in 1947.
Martin will always be remembered by loyal Maine sports fans
as a boy who never quit; who
was never satisfied with anything
short of complete victory. His
driving will-power gave him a tie
for Maine's 50 yard dash record
of 5.6, a tie for the 40-yard at
4.6 seconds, a new record for the
60-yard dash at 6.4 seconds and
a new meet record for the 50 yard
dash at 5.5 seconds.
This last record-breaking dash
was accomplished with what Martin himself admits was "a funny
rasping tightness in my chest" —
In other words tuberculosis had
already marked him before he
established the new record.
Performance Spoke For Itself
Martin was the personification
of all that is ideal in athletics. He
let his performances speak for
him and, as the records disclose,
these spoke loudly. Inoffensively
aggressive, Martin went about his
work with a calm confidence in
his own ability and at times exhibited what appeared to be a shyness bordering on timidity, yet his
intense drive belied the shyness
and immediately stamped him as
a competitor to be reckoned with.
Martin's very quietness often invited
opposing
players
and
coaches to underrate him, and, to
their sorrow, they often did. Such
ability, however, could not long
go unheralded and at the time TB
struck him down, beating Hagopian was synonymous with beating
Maine, as far as opposing teams
were concerned.
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Grant Given
Dr. Dunlap
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If your hands rejoice in the precise balance of a fine gun or the
sweet response of a racing sloop
. . . then you owe yourself an hour with
the Chevrolet Corvette.
You'll find it is, quite literally, like no
other car in the world—a heart-lifting blend
of the true sports car with all that is best
in American engineering.
There is the velvet smoothness of a
Powerglide automatic transmission (but
with the classic floor selector-lever).
The trouble-free durability of a Chevrolet "Blue-Flame" engine (but with three
side draft carburetors to unleash its flashing 150 horsepower).
The ruggedness of an X-braced box
girder frame (but with the astonishing impact resistance of a glass-fiber-and-plastic
body).

Luxurious seating for driver and passenger in deep foam rubber (but cradled in
the traditional security of bucket seats).
Generous luggage room, the panoramic
sweep of a deeply curved windshield, the
flair of tomorrow's styling (but within the
polo-pony compactness of a real road car).
The Corvette blends all this and more.
For it is a driver's car . . . a low-slung
torpedo with a center of gravity only 18
inches above the concrete ... with outrigger rear springs that make it hold to the
road like a stripe of paint ... with a 16 to

1 steering ratio that puts needle-threading
accuracy at your finger tips.
Frankly, the Corvette is a "limited edition," made only in small numbers. It is
intended only for the man or woman to
whom driving is not just transportation but
an exhilarating adventure, a sparkling challenge to skill and judgment. If you are one
of these, then you owe yourself an hour
with a Chevrolet Corvette.
Call us now and let us set up a demonstration run ... for in a short 60 minutes
you can discover that motoring has a
whole new dimension of delight.

Make a date to drive the

Chevrolet Corvette
150-h.p. overhead-valve engine with three side draft carburetors • Four-leaf outrigger springs
in rear • Powerglide automatic transmission • Center-Point steering, 16 to 1 ratio • Formfitting individual seats•Full instrumentation, with tachometer, oil pressure gauge, and ammeter.

YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER
aumma1.1111mow
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If you mix one quart of liquid
with another quart of liquid, you
might expect to get two quarts of
liquid. But it's possible that you
might get more than two quarts.
Why?
Dr. Robert D. Dunlap, associate
professor of chemistry, who has
been working to find answers to
this and many other puzzling questions about the physical behavior of liquids, has received a grant
from the National Science Foundation to continue this important
fundamental research.
TWO-TEAR GRANT
The two-year grant from the
government-sponsored foundation
involves a study of the intermolecular forces in liquids.
The chemist reports that when
adequate knowledge of the liquid
state is obtained through research
such as the project at the University, it should be possible to predict the solubility of one substance in another and what substances will mix and what will
not.
An explanation may possibly be
found for such classic examples
as why oil and water will not
mix, he said.
Work on this project was begun in 1950 when Dr. Dunlap received a grant from the University
of Maine's Coe Research Fund.
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THE NIAINE CIAMPI'S

Frosh Club Elects, Plans Mixer
The recently formed Freshman Club
will sponsor a frosh mixer Tuesday,
Nov. 2, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in the
Main Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Officers elected by the club last
week include Ernest Guerri, president,
Patricia Daigle, vice president; Joseph
Lyford, treasurer; and Betsy Slieght,
secretary. Advisors of the club, which
is supported by SRA, are Dorothy
Richards and Thomas Cashman.
Dorm representatives named were
Sylvia Resnick, Patti Dressler, Ann
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Union News
Oct. 31 is the date for the firs
Union jam session, according to the
program committee. Mel Tukey and
his band will be on hand to play. The
program starts at 2 n tn. in the Main
Lounge.
Did you see the Maine-Connecticut
Football Game? If you didn't get a
chance to see one of the best games of
the season, come to see the film of
the complete game in color. The film
will be shown tonight in the Main
Lounge at 7 p.m. The film lasts 45
minutes and will include explanations
by our coaching staff of the key plays.
Would you like to win a free pass
to all Union events this year? Name
the Union bulletin which is to be published soon. This bulletin will include
Union news and coming events.

Union Director Nelson B. Jones,
Paul Butler and Donald Pendleton,
members of the Union Board, recently
attended a planning session for the
sixth annual Regional Conference of
the Association of College Unions in
Portland.
The conference will be held on
campus Dec. 10-12. Thirty invitations
were sent to colleges in New Engalnd.
The General Student Senate is the
highest student governing organization
on campus. It is made up of representatives from various groups and residences.
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HILLSO1 1011E1EMENT AWARD
For the week of Oct. 25, 1951.
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Moccasins — Baskets
All kinds of Indian
Novelties

Hamburger with College Education
Corner Main & Center Sts.

Old Town

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

18 Mill Street

in BASIC and
APPLIED_RESEARCH

Most of these machines were either
completely or largely designed and developed by Western Electric engineers.

RESULTS: With skill built into the
machines—with costly hand operations
eliminated—this Western Electric mechanization program raised production
of quartz crystals from a few thousand
a year to nearly a million a month
during the war years. This is just one of
the many unusual jobs undertaken and
solved by Western Electric engineers.

are made now—by semi-skilled labor in
a fraction of the time formerly required:

Orono 63647

OPPORTUNITIES

quartz crystals for use
as electronic frequency
controls calls for the
highest degree of precision. So much so,
in fact, that prior to World War II
skilled gem-cutters were employed to
do the job.

SOLUTION: Here is how quartz crystals

I-IILLSON CLEANERS

e

A quartz stone is sliced into wafers on
a reciprocating diamond-edged saw,
after determination of optical and electrical axes by means of an oil bath and
an X-ray machine. Hairline accuracy is
assured by an orienting fixture.
The wafers are cut into rectangles on
machines equipped with diamond saws.
The human element is practically eliminated by means of adjustable stops and
other semi-automatic features.

The Research Department
United Aircraft Corporation
East Hartford, Connecticut

Will have a representative on the campus on ...

The quartz rectangles are lapped
automatically to a thickness tolerance
of plus or minus.0001". A timer prevents
overlapping. Finally, edges are ground
to specific length and width dimensions
on machines with fully automatic microfeed systems.

November 2
to Interview students having Bachelor's or advanced
liggrees in

,MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ihtquIre at the Placement OfRce for an Interview
'‘eppointment and descriptive literature.

VI

Steaks — Chicken — Seafood

Western Electric tackled the job of
building into machines the skill and
precision that had previously called for
the most highly skilled operators.

$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE
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xamples
will not

are

Specializing in

At CHIEF POOLAV"S
TEPEE

But during the war, there were not
enough gem-cutters to keep up with the
demand for crystals in radar, military
communications and other applications.

The recipient of this award is entitled to

•

This is your newspaper! You
its news.

The Shorettes Restaurant

PROBLEM: Preparing

38 Main St.

liquid
uid, you
ivarts of
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quarts.

"It is your legal repsonsibility to
have your car thoroughly checked
sometime during the month of October."

Art Supplies

LaBeau's T.V. & Appliance Center

3f

Harmon has been named faculty
adivser for the board, and Miss Kinney
has been elected secretary.
The goal for the campaign this
year is $2,500. Preliminary plans
include signing up of team
captains by Nov. 5, a meeting with
Gordon Hines of the Bangor-Brewer
Community Chest on Nov. 7, and the
mailing of explanatory letters.

How a 11
/
4 hour "gem-cutting" operation
became an 8-minute mechanized job

RECORDS
Hobby Items

Chest Drive, to be held Dec. 5-11
this year, were announced today by
Delano Boutin, president of the Board
of Governors.
The committees are: publicity,
Peter Werner and Reginald Bowden,
co-chairmen; Rev. Richard Batchelder
and John Buker; distribution of funds,
Prof. Theodore Weiler and Ann Rubin, co-chairmen; Prof. Richard Hill
and James Varner.
Campaign committee, Ralph Keef
and Boutin, co-chairmen, Norman LaPointe, Maude Kinney and James
Harmon.
Keef will have charge of team captains in the fraternities; Boutin, off
campus; Miss Kinney, women's dorms;

on Indian Island you'll find

•

For his winning consistency in Cross Country
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The Panhellenic Council will introduce sorority to freshman and transfer
women at a general meeting, Monday,
Nov. 1, at 7 p.m. in the Louis Oakes
room of the Library.
Speakers will include Nancy Collins,
president of the council, and Margaret
Flynt, who will speak on "High
School Sororities vs. College Sororities." Muriel Verrill will tell about
"College Life Outside of Sorority,"
while Mary Atkinson will speak on
"Three Years Within a Sorority."
Mrs. Donald Taverner will give the
alumnae view of "Sorority After
Graduation."
Following the speakers, there will
be a panel discussion composed of
the sorority presidents led by Nancy
Collins.

Union Conclave Slated

To

issociate
rho has
;wers to
ng quesbehava grant
e Founn portant

Panhellenic Council Good Will Board Names Committees
To Present Sorority Committees for the 1954 Good Will and LaPointe, men's dorms.

Rosenberger, Judy Demerchant, Lillian Johnson, Barbara Tyler, Betsy
Slieght, Jane Dudley, Patricia Daigle,
Robert Johnson, Donald Mardin, John
Pineau, Louis Cook, Donald Kieth,
Fred Bartlett, Richard Post, Joseph
Lyford, Ernest Guerri, Arthur Stebbins, Gerald Barnes, Rodney Lindsay,
Robert Gilman, Frank Young, Arthur
Parlin, Alston Wormwood, Charles
Logue, and David McCracken.

Mill Street

Page 'Sine
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Quartz stones are cut into wafers on this diamond-edged saw, with orientation to optical
axis controlled by fixture. This is just one of
several types of machines designed and developed by Western Electric engineers to mechanize quartz cutting.

Western Electric
A UNIT OF ENE

SILL SYSTEM SINCE 1512

Manufacturing plants in Chicago, Ill ; Kearny, N J.; Baltimore, Md ; Indianapolis, Id., Allentown and loureldole, Pa.; Burlington,
Greensboro ond Winston•Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Haverhill and Lawrence, Mass.; Lincoln, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, mino.
Distributing Centers in 29 cities and Installation headquarters in 15 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City.
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Senior Skulls To Be Honored
By WGUY'Bangor Bandstand'
BY CAL GERALD

The Senior Skulls are being honored on the new WGUY-CamSalutes the University of Maine"
this Sunday at 4 p.m.
The Skulls are the second organization to participate in the new
series of weekly radio shows and feature stories with top disc jockey
Bob Norris emceeing the programs.
pus radio show "Bangor Bandstand

Membership in the Senior Skull
Society is the highest non-scholastic
honor for men at Maine.
Select Successors
Each spring, at the annual Senior
Skull banquet, the outgoing Skulls
select men from the junior class who
have displayed qualities of character,
scholarship and leadership, and who
are active in campus activities.
The organization's purpose is to
perpetuate Maine's traditions, to uphold its spirit, and to work for the
welfare of the University and its student body.
Working closely with the campus
mayor and organizations on campus,
the Skulls are responsible for the
football rallies in the fall, and also

A & P Scholarships WSGA May Join Intercollegiate Group
Dormitory house councils and an
Membership in the Intercollegiate
Awarded To Eight Association
for Women Students was off-campus delegation will be the

Eight University students have been
awarded Great Atlantic and Pacific
Tea Company Scholarships.
Four of the scholarships have been
awarded to students in home economics on the basis of character, financial
need, promise of leadership, and
scholarship.
The remaining four scholarships
have been awarded to juniors and
seniors majoring in agricultural economics and farm management on the
basis of character, scholarship, qualities of leadership, and interest in
distribution and marketing.
Those receiving the awards were
Patricia Daigle, Cynthia Giles, Maryjane Harris, Sandra Stewart, Harry J.
Laiho, Paul T. Leonard, Herbert C.
Osgood, and William Tiedemann.

lend assistance at campus elections,
Commencement, athletic contests and
other functions.
Responsible For Owls
The Skulls are indirectly responsible
for the Sophomore Owl organization.
The Skulls felt that another group was
needed to help initiate the freshmen
each fall.
the Skulls also work closely with
the All-Maine Women.
Members of the Senior Skull Society Choose Favorite Songs
These men wearing the white hats
this year are: Delano Boutin, president; Dana Baggett, Reginald Bowden, with the light blue "Sigma" will
William Calkin, Dexter Earley, choose the ten favorite records of the
org_apiption. along with the favorite
Thomas Golden, Charles Hussey,
band, and the top male and female
Merton Robinson, Ernest Smart, and vocalist as determined by a poll taken
Kenneth Woodsum.
among its members.

considered by the Women's Student
Government Association at its last
meeting.
Frances Roderick was appointed to
obtain more information about the
organization.
The proposed budget of the WSGA
was read by Suzanne Bogert, treasurer,
and accepted by the council.

guests of WSGA at future meetings,
it was decided. The council is extending invitations to these groups so they
will have an opportunity to observe
the function of WSGA.
An evaluation of the Leadership
Conference and a progress report on
the Student-Faculty tea were among
other business at last week's meeting.

Maine Radio Group Will Meet Monday
A reorganizational meeting of the
Maine Amateur Radio Club will be
held in the FFA room of the Memorial Union building Monday at 7
p.m.
John MacGregor is the FCC appointed trustee for the club's counterpart station WIYA.
Officers will be elected and aims
and purpose of the club will be outlined.
There are approximately 20 licensed
"hams" on campus and many others
are interested in obtaining a license,
MacGregor said. Officials reorganiz-

Don Sundstrom asks:

What are my
chances for
advancement in
a big firm
like Du Pont?

ing the club have extended a special
invitation to women on campus interested in this work.
Organized in 1926, the club was
long famous as one of the major
pioneers of ham radio in the country.
W1YA worked for many years in this
state as the coordinating group for
all club station activities and was
control station for the northeast net
which relayed messages all over the
country.

Officials Visit Sigma Chi
Recent visitors of Rho Rho Chapter, Sigma Chi, were William H. Carlisle, Jr., newly appointed Grand
Praetor for Northern New EnglandNova Scotia Province; Howard H.
Wetherell, the National fraternity's
new Assistant Executive Secretary;
and Robert Patton, of Radio Station
WABI, chapter advisor.

'Ned cowed Ke

SMARTLY RELAXED

Donald W. Sundstrom received his B.S. degree in Chemical Engineerir fr,:trn
Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 1953. He's currently studying for an M.S. aegree
and expects to receive it next year. Like other engineering students, he's asking
lot Of searching questions before deciding on a permanent employer.

Jerry Risser answers:
T THINK I know exactly what'sbehind thatquestion,
I Don, because the same thing crossed my mind
when I first graduated and looked around for a job.
That was about seventeen years ago, when the
Du Pont Company was much smaller than it is today. And there's a large factor in the answer, Don,
right there! The advancement and growth of any
employee depends to a considerable degree on the
advancement and growth of his employer. Promotion possibilities are bound to be good in an expanding organization like Du Pont.
Right now, for example, construction is in progress or planned for three new plants. That means
many new opportunities for promotion for young
engineers. And,in my experience, I have found it is
a fundamental principle of Du Pont to promote

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
••• THROUGH CHEMISTRY
WATCH "CAVALCADE OF AMERICA" ON TELEVISION

G r1 1 1.
Univ. of
Wisconsin (193/), is now assistant manag,r of the Engineering Service Division
In Du Pont's Engineering Department,Wit.
mington, Delaware.

from within the organization—on merit.
My own field, development work,is a natural for
a young graduate,because it's one ofthe fundamental
branches ofengineering at Du Pont. There are complete new plants to design, novel equipment problems to work on, new processes to pioneer—all sorts
of interesLing work for a man who can meet a challenge. M:iny of the problems will involve cost studies
—some will re(!oire evaluation in a pilot plant—but,
in every case,they'll provide the satisfactions which
come from working with people you like and respect.
All in all, Don, your chances of advancement on
merit are mighty good at Du Pont!

SPORT COATS
in a sparkling collet'
including the new
CHARCOAL TONES

19.75 to 28.50

SHIRTS
SHORT oR TALL

Wont to know mon' about working with Du Pont?
Send for a free copy of"Chemical Engineers at Du Pont,"
a booklet that tells you about pioneering work being done
in chemical engineering—in research, process development, production and saless.There's a step-by-step outline
of the leadership opportunities that confront a young
Du Pont engineer—how he can advance—end how he can
obtain help from experienced members of the team. Write
to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.(Inc.),2521 Nemours
Building, Wilmington, Delaware.
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Haniers !n
3rci YC Meet
At Kingston

Bears Meet Mules
On Road To Title

Firlotte Breaks
Vermont Record

Coach Hal Westerman's powerful Maine eleven will be out to
smash the Colby Mule when the two teams clash on Alumni Field
Saturday in the Homecoming feature at 1:30 p.m.
The Black Bears, with a 35-0 State Series victory over Bates
already safely tucked away, are driving for another state championship.

BY MAX BURRY

BY SAL SCARPA10
• The Mules made their homecoming
This Saturday Maine's unbeaten
a booming success last Saturday when
cross-country squad travels to
they triumphed over Bowdoin, 20-13,
Kingston, Rhode Island, to comrats Slated
for the first time in 13 years.
pete in the third annual Yankee
Lake Sparks Mules
Conference meet.
Don Lake, Colby's sensational
The Pale Hine harriers, who own
quarterback, sparked the Mules to
a spotless record, have been vicBY BOB LIBBY
victory with a blistering aerial attack.
torious over Springfield, New
This Sunday afternoon will find the Lake connected with Johnny Jacobs,
Hampshire and last Saturday definals in the Fraternity divisions being 195 pound Mule end, time after time
feated the University of Vermont
played. TKE and Tau Ep meet in the last Saturday and amazed the fans
25-30, at Burlington.
windup of the Northern Division and with his passing prowess. Heralded as
In each meet, Paul Firlotte, la-•
Phi Mu will play Phi Gam for the one of the topflight passers in small
year's Yankee Conference winner, ha
championship of the Southern Divi- college competition, Lake is also one
led the field with fine performance
of the better Mule rushers.
sion.
and will again be a definite contender
Assisting Lake in the Colby backfor first place on Saturday.
Last Sunday afternoon the semi- field are Lionel Mathieu, Neil
StinneMass. Victor Last Year
finals in both the Fraternity divisions ford, and letterman Dick Bartlett.
"Firlotte has come through beautiwere played. In the Northern DiviBacking up the capable Mule backfully," said Jenkins, "and providing
sion, only one contest was scheduled field is a massive line averaging 197
conditions are good he will win." Aland TICE edged Beta 12-6. The scor- pounds. The Colby line is the heaviest
though Firlotte took first place honors
ing started on the opening kick-off as in the state, and substitutes at each
last year, Maine took second behind
Beta let the ball roll into the end zone slot would only lower that average
the University of Massachusetts in
where a TKE player pounced on it slightly. Particularly outstanding on
team score.
the Mule forward wall are tackle
for a tally.
This year Maine has acquired the
George
Dinnerman, end Bill Saladino,
Beta got back into the game in the
depth and balance that has proven
third quarter as Paul Leathers ran center Fritz Knight, and guard John
tough to beat in three outings. Howover for a score and tied the contest Dutton.
Although Colby has only won one
ever. the University of Connecticut's
at 6-6. TICE bounced back to ice the
of their five games this season, Coach
crack cross country squad will be the
meet in the final quarter on a pass
Frank Maze has a squad that will be
team to watch, as they have done well
from Don Kimball to Ramsey in the tough
to beat.
in each of their five meets this season.
end zone.
Bears Favored
The big man for the UConns is
In the Southern Division two games
On the Maine side of the ledger, the
Lon Dyson, who was defeated by
were played. Phi Mu took Phi Eta Bears are primed for the Colby inFirlotte in last year's meet, but turned
Above: Cole Nice (32) Maine halfback tries to struggle through
20-6 and Phi Gam edged Phi Kap vasion and eager for the taste of angrips of two unidentified Bates players. Interested watcher in backaround and beat the Maine star in the
18-12.
other Series victory. With a powerground
is
Bates'
Brian Flynn (54), and James aleGrath of Bates
New Englands.
(50) tries to dive in on play. Below: Jim Duffy, Maine's quarterPhi Mu, last year's champions, packed line, competent backs, and a
Best In Years
back, goes down to one knee as Bates players swarm over him.
looked good in their game, and wast- strong defense, the Bears are favored
Looking back on these two meets
Paul Boucher (81), Maine end, watches with awe. Other players
ed no time scoring twice in the first in Saturday's tilt.
and the championship ability exhibitin picture are Art Papon (84) and George Stevans (71) both
Maine first met Colby on the gridof
period. Gerry Wright passed to List
ed by both men, it can easily be seen
Bates and Tom Meehan (77) of Maine.
iron
in 1892, and since that time has
for the first marker, and then a few
that this Staurday's run at Kingston
clashed with the Mules 61 times.
minutes
later Wright ran the ball
will be one of the best in years.
Maine has won 36, Colby 22, and
over the line to put the Phi Mu in the
Last Saturday at Burlington, the
three have resulted in a tie. Last year
O;acii
lead
at 12-0.
Bear harriers, led by Paul Firlotte's
the Bears beat Colby 45-13.
Phi Eta hit for six in the third stanrecord-breaking time of 24:08 for the
Last Saturday the Bears smothered
za as Dick Libby hit Ron Sheay in Bates 35-0. Running up four touchtough Catamount 4/
1
2 mile course,
the end zone for a marker. Later in downs in the first half, the Maine men
gained their third victory.
the period, Dawson List snagged an- completely dominated Alumni Field
Maine ran against one of the best
other of Wright's fine passes and skirt- all afternoon. The Bates offense came
Vermont teams in recent years, but
BY PAUL PERRIGNO
competition from Lon Dyson, a senior ed into the
to life in the second half, but never
end zone.
the advantage of having a well-balFilled with the football hullabaloo from Connecticut.
anced team proved to be the clincher for the past five weeks,
The
final
scoring
came
in
the fourth managed to put the ball into the end
we have failed
Meanwhile, the rest of the squad has period as Don
for the Bears.
Knott was trapped in zone.
to look beyond the gridiron to the really been
The Maine backfield launched a
doing a bang-up job in the end zone by a Phi Mu for
Firlotte's record-breaking perform- wooded cross-country course
a safety.
where running Maine's undefeated skein
to This proved more than enough as Phi combination air-ground offense that
ance was too much for Vermont's Coach Jenkins' fine Bear harrier
squad three.
proved almost impossible to stop.
Damon, who came in second, and his has been running wild.
Mu captured the duke 20-6. Wright
Sophomor
e Johnny Edgar was a leadStan
teammate Grady, who placed third.
Furrow has improved a and List were by far the standouts for
Like the football squad at the mo- hundredfo
ld over last season and the victors, as their forward wall also ing figure in the backfield, and Pete
The race was decided when Maine's
ment, we have a potential champion has been
running behind Firlotte provided plenty of protection for the Kostacopoulos, Jim Duffy, and Ernie
Phil Emery and Joel Stinson finished
Smart turned in fine performances.
in our midst. An underrated contin- for the Bears,
finishing inside the Phi Mu passes and powerful end
seventh and eighth ahead of Vermont's
In the statistics department, Maine
gent. at that.
first four slots in all three meets. sweeps.
Trifrato and Stephans.
outrushed
the visitors 228-44, and
With the Yankee Conference meet
Paul Hanson had been slow
out-passed them 135-31.
scheduled for Saturday at Kingston. rounding into shape, but has been
Mayor, Bonney Triumph Rhode Island. the Maine runners have coming along and is the number
a very good chance of going all the three Maine man, scoring within
In Fall Golf Tourney
way.
the first six in each meet.
Certainly the Blue harriers possess
Don Mayor captured the Varsity
Joel Stinson, a sophomore who
cro.. it and William Bonney took fris:11 , one of the finest squads in years. Con- starred for the frosh last year,
The freshman harriers of Coach
Coach Sam Sczak's Bear Cubs will
mita honors in the. annual Fail Golf *.rary to last year. the Jenkinsmen has been running strong with his
Tour:at:Tient lid(' during the week of 1 have a well-balanced squad with plen- best performance a tie with Han- be fighting to keep their slate clean Chester "Chet" Jenkins warmed up
Oct. 7 at the Penobscot Country !ty of depth.
son against Springfield. Stin- when they play host to Maine Mari- for the New England meet at Boston
on Nov. 8, with a convincing 17-34
Club colirse.
son's lowest finish was an eighth time Academy here tomorrow at 2
Pa•il Firlotte, last year's Yankee
victory over a strong Waterville High
Mayor caqull in with a 41-37-7. Cor.fert nee champion
p.m.
against
Vermont.
, has been
squad.
card to clinch the. crown while Bonney ehfolotel
The Middies have beaten Mr.!. and
y superb for the Pale
One of the big factors in the HarThe Baby Harriers, completely disrcgistt red a 44 40-84 card to take th.;
Plae thinclads as he was last sea- riers' surge thus far has been the the U.S. Naval Air Station at Quonset,
regarding Waterville's high rating
Frosh honors. Meanwhile, Erwin Ken-,
son. But, this year, with a full surprise showing of Phil Emery, a R. I., but lost to Newport Naval Staamong high schools, placed their first
fully, a membcr of last year's Var :t)
' seasen of experienc behind
e
him. sophomore who had never run cross tion and Fort Devens.
seven men before a Panther had
golf squad, was runner up to Mayor!
he has been making more records country before this season.
The Maritimers have been ham- crossed the finish
with a 40-40-80 score.
line.
than Eddie Fisher.
Emery has given coach Jenkins that pered with injuries all season long.
Dave Gould once again led the way
In another Varsity event, Will
last
week
sleek
the
"EllsJust
bit of depth which was missing last Scatback Dick Munsey was injured in for the freshmen
Skrritt, with a 113-43-70 card, wo•il
for the third time in
low net honors. Paul McNabb wiAl worth Flash" smashed two rec- year. In each of the meets Emery the Devens game and will be out for four meets. Gould's only defeat was
ord.!,
although
one was not writ- has been included within the first the rest of the season.
83-9-72 and Joe Benedetto 86-14-72!
at the hands of Peter McDonald of
Roger Legere and Joe Vachon are lee Academy. who
car+ captured the runner-up honors ten into the books. Last Monday eight finishers. He. along with Stinis reputed to be
a
in trial run held at Orono, Fir- son, has given the Bears a lift in hold- the core of the Middle Eleven and one
in the low net contest.
of the best prep school runners
For the Frosh, Stephen Getch.;11 lotte toured the course in 24:39 ing up their hack end. Finery fin together with quarterback Bobby in the state.
won the low net crown with a 32-2- chopping four seconds off the ished sixth against New Haninshire Deering will be a tough combination
The Frosh have now captured four
record. Theo on Saturday, Fir- and seventh against both Springfield to hold down.
104 card.
of their five encounters this season,
Co-captains for the Baby Bears will with their only loss being
Also, entering the Varsity Tourna- lotte mad,- sure his name was and Vermont.
to a strong
Notes: Faculty Manager Ted Cur- be Don McLellan and Bob Car- tee Academy
ment was: Sumner Cahoon, Jr., Jim written in someone's record book
seven 25-32, two weeks
Bradley, Lester Fogg, Jr., Emery as he ripped over the Vermont tis announced that tit ts for the michael.
ago.
Howard, Jr., Dana Devoe, Ed Logan, course in 24:08 to snip thirty Maine-Colby homecoming game Satlast year the Frosh beat M.M.A. The Junior harriers
were scheduled
Dick Gleason, Paul Kerr, Henry Beck, seconds off their record.
urday were going fast. The reserved 19-7.
to engage in a triangular meet with
and Glenn 1 itticfield.
Next Saturday we're looking for the section in the large stands above the
Bridgton Academy fell prey to the MCI and Old Town last Tuesday.
but
Other freshman entrants included: slim Blue harrier to regain his Con- student section has already been sold Junior Bears last Friday 19-2, at Orothe results were not available for this
Ronald LeClair and Arthur Mayo.
ference title, despite some rugged out.
no.
issue of the Campus.
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Sacie4 ATO Holds Fall Houseparties
Social Chairman was Bernard FreedBY BEVE FOWL1E.
A formal dance Friday evening in- lender.
Not only did the University open
troduced houseparty week end at
Alpha Tau Omega. Decorations for its door to the parents this week end
the occasion included colorful leaves but Lambda Chi, too, gave them a
and a log fire—everything which goes special welcome. A buffet supper folto make up a lovely fall day. Nat lowed by a vic dance was held at
Diamond and his band provided the Lambda Chi Alpha Saturday night.
music. Dr. and Mrs. Charles G. Chaperons were Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Werner and Mrs. Helen Meeks Warner and Gram Sprague. Dinner
chaperoned. Saturday afternoon Mel and open house on Sunday was held
Tukey and his band gave a jam ses- in honor of the fraternity parents at
sion followed by a buffet supper and which approximately 100 people attended.
dancing.
After the game Tau Kappa Epsilon
The Sigma Nus picked up their
held
a pizza supper. Group bowling
Saturday
dates in Bill German's bus
night and carried them to the house was followed by dancing back at the
for the party. Group singing and house. Chaperons were Prof. and
games were first on the list. Ed Mare. Mrs. Frank K. Beyer and Mr. and
miss was master of ceremonies. In- Mrs. Oscar D. Bontilier.
Delta Zeta held their annual Founformal dancing followed. Dr. and
Mrs. Frederic T. Martin and Mr. and der's Day Tea Sunday afternoon at
Mrs. George Abbe chaperoned the the Women's Lounge of the Memorial
group. Sunday dinner guests at the Union. General Chairman was Betty
Sigma Nu house were Dr. and Mrs. McKusick.
John R. Crawford.
Sigma Phi Epsilon held an inforPhi Kappa Sigma held an informal mal vic dance Saturday evening in
picnic supper at the Ledges Saturday. the chapter room. Chaperons were
An informal vic dance was enjoyed Dr. and Mrs. George R. Cooper and
back at the house later in the evening. Dr. and Mrs. Charles D.
Richards and Ma Getchell were chaperons. Les Witham was in charge of
refreshments. CY Hubbard made the
social arrangements.
At Tau Epsilon Phi coffee and
doughnuts were served to 15 couples
after the game Saturday afternoon.
Bernard M. Berenson of Chelsea.
Mass., one of the founders of Tau Ep.
was present at the after-game gathering. Dancing was enjoyed later in the
evening. Chaperons were Phillip
Joyce and Miss Suzanne Pooley and
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Cohen. In charge
of the party was Henry Goldman.

Penris•
o4.4 cam
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delicious casserole supper prepared by
the alumnae. Entertainment was provided by the new members of the active chapter under the direction of
Janet Higgins. Group singing was
led by Carol (Squeeky) Loud.
Cynthia Nelson, recipient of the 1954
Chi Omega Sociology Prize, was the
guest of the group.

Mrs. Fred Hutchinson. Punch and
cookies were served.
The members of Delta Delta Delta
sorority entertained Delta Tau Delta,
their brother fraternity, at their annual
Halloween party Monday at the Delta
Tau House. Games and refreshments
were enjoyed by the joint groups.
The party committee included Kathleen Black, chail man; Jill Mangan
and Jeanne Robbins. Dr. and Mrs.
Robert M.York, patron and patroness
of Tri-Delt, and Mother Barron,
housemother of Delta Tau, were the
chaperons.
The members of Phi Mu sorority
were entertained at a party at Tau
Kappa Epsilon Monday evening.
Barbara Swan was in charge of the
Phi Mu Skit. Dave Switzer, Frank
Grant, and George Davis represented
the talents of TKE. Refreshments
were served by Patricia Fortier and
Penelope Banks.
The members of Chi Omega sorority were guests of the alumnae
group Monday evening in the vestry
of the Church of Universal Fellowship, Orono. The group enjoyed a •

Pinned: Joseph J. Robinson, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, to Arlanne MacDonald; Eugene Arsenault, Lambda
Chi Alpha, to Annette Langevin;
Dasid Locke, Sigma Chi, to Elaine
Butler; David Elliot, Theta Chi, to
Sandra Higgins.
Arthur Thompson, Alpha Tau
Omega, to Marilyn Page.
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Now celebrating our first anniversary
of catering to Maine Students.

' 1927—pioneer airliner, Boeing

40A, 144 m.p.h.
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1$64—America's first

jet transport, the Boeing Stratoliner, 550

m.p.h.

Two trail-blazing transports • • • both Boeings

NEW DARK TONED

SUITS and
TOPCOATS

The ilen's Shop
Bangor, Mi.
Opp. the Opera House

132 Main St.
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Min Street

Orono, Maine, October 28, 1954

America's pioneer transcontinental airline passenger plane, the 40A of 1927,
was a Boeing. Today, America's first jet
transport is another Boeing, the 707.
This quarter-century of commercial design leadership is paralleled by military
design leadership ranging from the old
B-9 bomber to the fighter-fast Boeing
8-47 and B-52 jet bombers of today.
For 38 years Boeing engineers have
blazed exciting new trails in design, research and production. They're blazing
them today in jet aircraft, guided missiles. and research in supersonic flight
and the application of nuclear power
to aircraft.
If such new-horizon engineering appeals to you, Boeing offers a reward-

ing career, whether you are in civil,
mechanical, electrical or aeronautical engineering, or a related field. Boeing is
expanding steadily, and employs more
engineers today than even at the peak
of World War II. Boeing also promotes
from within, and holds regular merit reviews to give you individual recognition.
At Boeing you'll find an unusual range
of opportunity, from applied research to
production design, from work with new
materials and techniques to contacts with
a cross-section of industry through the
company's vast subcontracting program.
Boeing employs draftsmen and engineering aides to handle much routine
work, thus freeing engineers for more
stimulating assignments.
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Boeing engineers enjoy stable careers
—46% having been with Boeing for 5
years or more; 25% for I 0,and 6% for 15.
Many engineers have been here 25 years,
and 7 have been with Boeing for 30.
Boeing helps engineers continue their
graduate studies, and reimburses them
for tuition expenses.
For further Sorting censor inforntotion,
consult your Placement °Ince, or write:

DONALD F. RENARD, Recruiting Supervisor
Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash.
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